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Gas lighting was a ubiquitous western technology of the nineteenth century, yet one 
which has been given relatively little importance by historians in comparison to, say, the 
railways or electricity networks. In Progressive Enlightenment, Leslie Tomory successfully 
argues that there should be a more prominent place for gas lighting in discussions of large-scale 
“network” technologies of that era. In this detailed study, Tomory traces the origins and 
development of the gas lighting industry from experiments in the pneumatic chemistry of 
inflammable airs in the eighteenth century to the widespread distribution and utilization of coal 
gas for lighting streets, homes, and factories in the first decades of the nineteenth century.  
In the process, Tomory engages with broader historiographical issues relating to the 
history of technology and economic history. The first involves locating gas lighting in different 
stages of invention and innovation that are identified as characterizing the Industrial Revolution. 
A “first wave” of technologies had little use for science and entailed invention by individuals and 
small partnerships. Gas lighting belonged to a “second wave” of technologies which demanded 
large-scale capital investments and had their foundation in recent or current scientific research.  
Tomory also situates gas lighting in broader debates about the nature of Joel Mokyr’s notion of 
the “Industrial Enlightenment” concerning the place of scientific knowledge in the development 
of industrial enterprises in Europe. With qualification, Tomory supports Mokyr’s interpretation 
by proposing that gas lighting represents a fairly clear-cut example of chemical know-how 
obtained from the laboratory being applied to the creation of a successful industrial product. Gas 
lighting was “a major first step” in the fulfillment of the “Enlightenment dream of science at the 
service of industry” (pp 3-4, 239).  
Progressive Enlightenment is divided into two parts. The first part proposes a “two 
traditions” explanation of the emergence of gas lighting as an industrial enterprise in the early 
nineteenth century. Tomory claims that gas lighting only emerged when a natural philosophical 
tradition of pneumatic chemistry and an industrial tradition of destructive distillation came 
together around 1800 (discussed respectively in chapters 1 and 2). Tomory contrasts this account 
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with internalist histories which root gas lighting in various discoveries of the inflammability of 
coal gas in the seventeenth century, and histories which see more continuity between the 
nineteenth-century industry and various projects using inflammable air to generate light in the 
late eighteenth century. While the former account cannot explain why gas lighting did not 
emerge as soon as the discovery of its inflammability was made, the projects of the latter account 
cannot be true precedents because they were not “transformed into a commercial technology” (p 
9). To make this argument depends, of course, on how one defines “commercial,” and if one’s 
definition of gas lighting is that it was an industry, then inevitably an enterprise which was not 
industrial cannot be equated with the full fruition of gas lighting as a technology. 
Part two explores in fine detail the scaling-up of gas lighting from small and scattered 
projects to an expansive network in the first decades of the nineteenth century. First came the 
development of stand-alone gas lighting plants manufactured by Boulton and Watt with the help 
of William Murdoch between 1802 and 1810 (chapter 3). Then came the creation of a fully-
fledged gas lighting network by about 1820 (chapters 4 and 5). In Britain this was the work of 
the Gas Light and Coke Company which emerged from the efforts of German immigrant 
Frederick Winsor to found a “National Light and Heat Company” in the first years of the 
nineteenth century. The book ends rather abruptly in 1820, as British gas lighting was about to 
gain widespread use across continental Europe (a story which itself would be deserving of a 
monograph). 
In concluding, Tomory qualifies traditional views that gas lighting succeeded in Britain 
while it failed on the continent by pointing to the distinctive place of coal in the British economy. 
Continental manufacturers did not fail to produce what Britons achieved with gas but instead 
went down a different path to the production of wood distillates. Hence local conditions shaped 
technological paths and “there was no failure of technical imagination on the Continent” (p 241). 
Tomory also highlights the importance of display in the history of gas lighting, its links to old 
traditions of fireworks and illuminations, and its frequent exploitation of garish advertising and 
provocative publicity. There is also valuable discussion of the historiography of entrepreneurship 
and why users matter in the history of technology. In relation to the history of chemistry, 
Tomory’s study is valuable for broaching common boundaries drawn between the era before and 
after Lavoisier, and for investigating the links between chemistry and industry. Some might 
dispute the boundaries erected from the outset between science, technology, commerce, industry, 
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and invention, and Mokyr’s interpretation of the period has not been without its critics. But this 
is an important contribution to the history of  gas lighting and is successful in staking a place for 
gas lighting in the economic and technological history of the era. 
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